
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

in the digital age



THE CHALLENGES

85% of employees are not 
engaged or are actively 
disengaged at work. The 
economic consequences of 
this global “norm” are 
approximately $7 trillion in 
lost productivity. 

Jim Harter,

Chief Scientist, Workplace 

Management & Well-Being, GALLUP

85%
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Employers have become increasingly aware of the 
importance of sustained engagement to drive employee 
productivity and loyalty. Thin engagement mechanics 
like awards, inducements, and other extrinsic 
enticements rarely increase long-term employee 
traction, resulting in low returns on their investment.

Oversimpli�ed Approach
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Brands are overwhelmed trying to manage poorly 
integrated enterprise tools and segmented employee 
communities scattered across HR systems, sales 
applications, datawarehouses, work group applications, 
elearning platforms and content channels, leaving 
management disorganized, ineffective, and unaware of 
how disengaged their employee community really is.

Fragmented Strategies
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Traditional elearning, motivation, and communication 
programs are no longer as effective as they used to be. 
Short attention spans, �eeting interest, and low 
switching barriers makes it challenging for companies 
to capture attention, achieve comprehension or deepen 
the brand-employee relationship.

No Measurable Conversion

Issue 01 Issue 02

Erosion of brand 
loyalty, engagement, 
and a�nity leading 

to employee 
disloyalty

Employee ine�ciency 
through fragmented work 

groups, poor 
communication, and 

ineffective calls-to-action

These challenges can be devastating, leading to:

Issue 03 Issue 04

Emotional fatigue and 
other physical and 

mental health issues 
stemming from the 

need for highly adaptive 
work environments   

Disengaged employees 
and lost productivity 
leading to reduced 

pro�tability
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ENGAGEMENT

Picnic™ Employee Engagement Hub is the 
only enterprise employee engagement hub 
that was purpose-built to drive employees 
and community members “up the Value 
Pyramid” using advanced gami�cation 
techniques to deliver powerful compliance 
motivators and keep them more devoted and 
brand-loyal. 

PUG’s Picnic™ Engagement Engine creates 
employee segments based on categories of 
preference, behavior, and actions.

Then it identi�es the “next best” actions that 
will cause employees of each tier to become 
more satis�ed, loyal, and pro�table . 

Engagement has evolved! Picnic™ Employee 
Engagement Hub is a SaaS platform that 
delivers a highly-e�cient suite of consolidated 
enterprise services that make it possible to 
quickly and cost-effectively create websites and 
applications that solve business problems such 
as low community loyalty, fragmentation, poor 
engagement, unreliable insights, weak brand 
recognition, and low employee activation for 
companies and brands.

It is the next step in the evolution of 
engagement, moving from engagement 
programs that are based purely on economic 
transactions and shallow intrinsic point & badge 
programs.

The Employee Pyramid
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Engagement is Evolving
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THE SOLUTION

Picnic™ makes it easy to add new employees, track 
and manage their accounts, and verify their 
authenticity. Segmentation rules can be based on 
internal and third-party user data including activity 
patterns, job ful�llment, social media activity, cross-
employee interaction, real-world actions, and even 
attitudes, beliefs, and preferences. This allows 
brands to consolidate their communities 
throughout their digital and real-world touchpoints.

Community Segmentation and Pro�le Management

Social Community Features

Picnic™ makes it easy for companies to tap into the power of their company community social network and even 
reclaim investments made in captive Facebook and Twitter audiences towards driving engagement, loyalty, 
increased revenue and cost savings. Communities can interact with each other through familiar features such as 
likes, follows, public/private tagging and gifting, while push noti�cations and system-wide messaging makes it 
easy to communicate timely information to community members.



THE SOLUTION

Picnic™ basic gami�ed features reward and provide status 
recognition to their community members for loyalty and 
responses to calls-to-action. These include:

points scoring systems
leveling systems
leaderboards
customizable rules processing system to capture 
complicated combinations of user actions, avatar 
creators
real-world prizing and redemption capabilities
digital vanity badges/rewards to heighten the sense of 
accomplishment
milestones recognition which offer progressive and 
nested quests to motivate ongoing participation.

Basic Gami�cation

Advanced Gami�cation

Picnic™ also offers a collection of industry-leading 
features which make it possible to create interactive 
experiences that are engaging, intrinsically 
motivating, and even addictive. These include

private and public timelines and reputations
an adaptive questing system that dynamically 
interprets user preferences and actions to present 
the most suitable engagement path forward
a virtual item technology to create interesting 
collection games and challenges
mini-game catalogues that encourage high-
frequency repeat participation
economic models that leverage psychological 
human compulsion to �nd and collect
themed collection boards that promote content 
discovery and create �exible gameplay challenge 
options
geolocational and codeword redemption systems 
that makes it possible to track, capture and reward 
real-world user actions.
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THE SOLUTION

Enterprise Integration Hub

Picnic™ supports straightforward and rapid cration of "connectors" to third-party/external enterprise data systems to 
facilitate easy integration with CRM, POS, CMS, datawarehouse, loyalty and ful�lment services platforms. Once connected, 
Picnic™ can segment communities to recognize, interpret, motivate, and reward complex patterns of behaviour, then 
communicate responses back to the originating sources of data.



"A response rate of two percent is 
good. A response rate of �ve percent 
would be a cause for celebration. The 
results for the Conservation Pays 
program de�es explanation (47.8%) .”

Honey Rand, President, The 
Environmental PR Group

The Picnic™ platform and supporting systems and 
services has created a solution that not only 
delivers 8-12x times the demonstrable engagement 
of more basic community loyalty offerings, and 
does so in a highly scalable, �exible way with an 
extremely low cost of operation. This means that 
the brand’s customers are much more engaged with 
the brand, resulting in increased sales for the brand.

Picnic™ uses deeply engaging gameplay design 
features and technologies that can uniquely offer 
intrinsic engagement systems that keep audiences 
doing more, staying longer, spending more money—
and becoming more useful over time.

Results generated by projects using Picnic™ provide customers with much higher �delity and detailed insight metrics 
and psychographics, including:

THE RESULTS
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"We selected PUG and their Picnic platform from over 30 suppliers around the world. They 
understood our business needs and customers and had the creativity and �exibility to achieve 
our vision. They’ve helped us go where no one has gone before with customer engagement." 

Francesco Hugony, Digital Innovation Manager, Sisal Lottery Italy



Here is how Picnic’s™ key differentiating features relate to other alternatives across the spectrum of solutions:

THE ALTERNATIVES
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CONTACT

www.puginteractive.com

778.656.1923

sales@puginteractive.com

Vancouver, Canada


